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T

he year 2008 was not a great one to many
people. The global market has made a Uturn, from the 2007 golden highway into the dark
lane of financial crunch. We have witnessed the
outburst of Lehman Bros mini-bonds, causing the
collapse of the world financial system. As a
general perception, financial industry is the gem
on the crown and every measure in the industry
was designed to best secure the integrity of the
system and made it accountable to the stakeholders.
Professionals from the information security
industry look upon the risk management of
financial sector as an example for security
management. However, lack of sufficient
regulation, monitoring and policy enforcement can
cause risk management falling apart. Similar
happened to data privacy management. In 2008,
the number of data privacy breach incidents
continued to rise. We have used up all our fingers
to coun t the incidents of data leakages.
Government, public institutions and commercial
corporations are all contributing to this “Hall of

Shame”. The PISA members has taken the
initiative to set up a repository for list of data
privacy breach incidents affecting Hong Kong. We
are not look at the dark side of this list. Rather, we
hope this list can remind ourselves the importance
of effective awareness education, policy
enforcement and monitoring in security and
privacy management. We see the year 2009 an
opportunity for a lot of improvements!
Wow, Just Married!
8 March 2009 was the great day of PISA -- our
Honorary Advisor Wilson Yuen married Miss
Fannie Yip. On behalf of the association, I would
like to congratulate the wonderful couple and wish
Fannie and Wilson a sweet and happy life after
marriage!
To all, wish you a successful year in 2009!

Daniel
March 2009

Our ex-Chairs (from left) Howard Lau, Andy Ho, Alan Ho attended
the wedding ceremony of Fannie and Wilson.
Our Founding Chair S.C. Leung also attended the wedding banquet.
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Lessons Learnt from the Kaminsky Flaw

Warren Kwok CISSP

PISA

Program Committee

B

efore July 2008, most implementations of resolvers (also called resolving name servers or caching name servers)
of domain name system (DNS) used a single UDP source port for sending out queries. In July 2008, security

researcher Dan Kaminsky announced the high risk of cache poisoning due to the lack of random source ports. Making use
of this vulnerability, it was proved that cache poisoning on a resolver could be exploited easily and effectively by means of
common computers with medium bandwidths. The multi-vendor patches released subsequently aimed to provide source
port randomization in outgoing name queries.

Observations of the Kaminsky flaw
To observe this Kaminsky flaw, I purposely set up an
unpatched resolver running BIND 9.3.3-7 and used
tcpdump to capture the packets. Figure 1 shows the same
UDP port number 32773 was used when sending out a
series of queries.

Next, the resolver was patched to BIND 9.3.4-6.0.3.P1.
When name queries were performed again, the results
demonstrated that each query used a different UDP
source port as indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 1 : Fixed source port in use before patching the
Kaminsky flaw

Figure 2 : Random source ports in use after patching

Effectiveness of source port randomization
One fundamental question people tend to ask is how an attacker can find the static UDP port number of a resolver. If a
resolver is configured as an open resolver without proper access control, an attacker can initiate queries from that
resolver to an authoritative name server owned by the hacker. When the queries arrive, the attacker can monitor the
packets and then find out the static UDP port number of the resolver. Once the static port number is known, the
attacker can craft packets with spoofed IP address of the authoritative source and try 16-bit transaction ID numbers in
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order to inject a fake record into the resolver. In theory,
the chance of success is 1 in 216 or 65,536. Generating
65,536 combinations is an easy task with average desktop
computers and can be accomplished in less than a second.
When source port randomization is implemented, the
attacker must try source port numbers in addition to the
16-bit transaction ID numbers. The chance of success is
therefore much reduced to 1 in 232 or 4.29 billions.

Other preventive measures against
cache poisoning
To minimize the cache poisoning attack, apart from
applying latest patches to DNS resolvers, there are other
preventive measures worth consideration.

Closing open recursion in resolvers
A resolver must be properly configured to eliminate open
recursion. It shall only accept queries from trusted hosts
or IP addresses. In an analogy, open resolvers are
functionally similar to open mail relays. Open resolvers
are always the targets of hackers as they can serve a
number of malicious attacks just as open mail relays are
being abused by spammers. Hackers can cache-poison an
open resolver such that clients using the service will be
redirected to phishing websites or malware-related
websites. Hackers can also seize the open resolver as a
compromised host to initiate distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack on other name servers. And finally, since
the open resolver accepts connections from all IP
addresses, there is an inherent risk of DDoS on the
resolver rendering the service unavailable to legitimate
users.
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Separating a resolver and an authoritative name server in different
machines
Some enterprises and service providers like to integrate a
resolver and an authoritative name server in a single
machine since the two services are already provided in
the same set of BIND software. Combining the two
together could also save hardware cost and reduce
manpower in system administration. Nevertheless, from
security and reliability viewpoints and taking into
consideration the different operational functions, it is
better to run them on separate server machines.
An authoritative name server must accept connection by
all IP addresses to give out zone records but this is
absolutely not desirable for a resolver. In the event of a
hacker successfully poisoning the resolver, the
authoritative zone records could also be polluted.
Another worrying scenario is when a resolver is under
DDoS attack, the authoritative name server can not serve
at the same time. Considering the two services are so
important, cost and manpower saving should not be a
compelling ground to sacrifice reliability and security.

Cache servers and forwarders
Closing unnecessary open recursion in a resolver could
eliminate cache poisoning attack by external hackers but
could not prevent internal hacking. To circumvent,
enterprises or service providers could consider using
paired cache servers with forwarders for recursive
operation. Such a configuration is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The configuration of cache servers and forwarders for name resolution

If recursive queries are required, the cache servers just
send the request to the forwarders. Firewall rules will be
employed to limit the cache servers to receive answers
from the forwarders only. In order to poison this
configuration, an internal hacker must use external hosts
to interfere with the forwarders. However, the IP
addresses of the forwarders are hidden. Yet, system
administrators should be mindful that an internal hacker
could eventually find out the IP addresses of the
forwarders if a request is made to an authoritative name
server owned by the hacker.
The linking up of cache servers with forwarders has been

adopted by large service providers to improve
performance so as to speed up service to clients.
Coincidentally, to a certain extent, it has yielded an
additional benefit of avoiding cache poisoning.

Mixing upper and lower case letters
in domain name query
Security experts have recently proved that it is possible to
mix upper and lower case spelling of domain name when
sending out name queries. Figure 4 is a conceptual
diagram to show the interactions:

Figure 4: Combination of upper and lower case letters in domain name query
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To inject a fake address record into a resolver, an attacker
must predict the random upper and lower case letter of
the domain name in the query string. In the illustration
above, the possibility of cache poisoning the resolver is
reduced by a factor of 210 attributable to the use of 10
characters in “example.com”. This protection scheme is
now being considered by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) as a new standard. On commercial
deployment, the added security feature is available in
version 1.02 of Unbound DNS.

DNSSEC security enhancements have already been
included in BIND version 9.3.2 since mid 2004 but the
global deployment is still very low. With the emergence
of more sophisticated cache poisoning attacks, upgrading
to DNSSEC is now a high priority bearing in mind that
all Internet applications today ride on DNS and all future
applications will rely upon the same service.

Some network administrators and security experts who
like to look at things bit by bit call this scheme as “0x20
bit encoding”. This name is not interesting but selfexplanatory. If we look at the ASCII codes of capital
letters “A-Z”, they are 0x41 – 0x5A in hexadecimal
format. Similarly, the ASCII codes of lower cases “a-z”
are 0x61 – 0x7A. The difference of a lower and upper
case letter lies in the 0x20 bit. By randomizing just one
single bit in the ASCII string, one can scramble upper and
lower case letters.

Conclusion

Domain Name System
Extensions (DNSSEC)

DNS protocols are not designed with strong security
safeguards against receiving fake records from untrusted
sources. The Kaminsky flaw is an alert to system
administrators and service providers that DNS resolvers
must be up-to-date and properly configured. It has also
sent a timely message to the entire Internet community of
the urgency to deploy DNSSEC on a global basis.

Security

The current implementations of DNS resolvers do not
authenticate the sources of the answers which opens a
backdoor for cache poisoning. Random transaction ID
numbers coupled with random source ports only increases
the difficulty of hacking but sophisticated hackers in
possession of powerful computers and large bandwidth
would not be deterred. Conceivably, the long-term
solution is to force DNS resolvers to authenticate the
sources and verify the integrity of the received answers.
These additional security requirements are now spelt out
in IETF standard entitled as DNSSEC. To achieve
trustworthiness, DNSSEC should be supported in the
resolver side for data verification via public keys and in
the authoritative name server side for domain owners to
digitally “sign” their zone records.
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Ever Evolving Malware Threat
Frank Chow CISA CISM CISSP

PISA

Program Committee

Trend of Malware Today
The concept of securing the end point with an anti-virus
alone is no longer effective. There is an upward trend on
the Internet of malicious software that masquerades as
anti-malware. In 2008, there are several instances of
malware designed for and spread via mobile phones.
Today’s Malware, including adware, spyware, scareware,
and trojans etc, are distributed more rapidly than ever
before, with major outbreaks reaching their peak within a
few hours. These malicious programs are advertised to
Internet users as anti-virus, anti-spyware, and other types
of anti-malware tools. Strategies used to deceive users
into infecting themselves include the use of pop-ups,

banner advertisements, and phony system notifications.
They claim that the user’s computer is infected, but can
be cleaned by clicking on a link then downloading, and
installing the advertised “anti-malware” software. .
Figure 1 below contains an example of a phony system
notification.
Note the “Virus Protection” section
highlighted in red, with the statement that “Windows
Security Center reports that ‘Antivirus 2009’ is inable.”
Also note the incorrectly spelt word “inable” by the
malware author.

.

Fig.1
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There have been a number of examples of this type of
malware recently, the most well-known among them
being
SpywareGuard2008,
SpywareSheriff,
and
SpyFalcon. The false system notifications are intended to
“scare” the user, and then entice them into purchasing
and downloading an “anti-malware” program to resolve
the “infection”.
Other websites display pop-up advertisement windows or
banner advertisements displaying messages such as:
"Your computer may be infected with harmful spyware
programs. Immediate removal may be required. To scan,
click 'Yes'." An example is shown in Fig. 2.

Upon clicking the link to the supposed spyware removal
tool, the malicious site will flood the users system with
undesirable and annoying pop-ups, as well as with false
system notifications. The site may also lead the user to
other malicious sites, or it could immediately initiate a
download of the fake anti-malware software.
Typically, most rogue anti-malware programs track the
Internet browsing behaviour of the users on the infected
system. They may additionally collect cached passwords
and/or the browser history, and send them to third parties
that then utilize the information for advertising directly to
the infected user via a number of different methods,
including pop-ups, toolbars, hijacked homepages and
spam e-mails. Some other rogue anti-malware will install
unwanted software on the victim’s system without user’s
knowledge and consent. This can lead to noticeably
slower system performance and stability, and more
unwanted programs that cannot easily be removed. The
ultimate result is that the software – supposedly meant to
resolve malware issues – is in actuality a form of malware
itself, and thus victimizes the user twice.

Fig.2
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Major Type of Malware
Table 1 shows the major type of malware with short description.
Malware
Category

Description

Adware

Adware refers to a piece of program that presents advertisements to the user. Typically, this
software is installed without the user’s knowledge and is often difficult to remove. Adware is
considered an alternative offered to users who do not wish to pay for software. Sometimes
freeware blocks features and functions of the software until you pay to register it. Programs,
games or utilities can be designed and distributed as freeware. Generally, most or all features of
the freeware are enabled but you will be viewing sponsored advertisements while the software is
being used. The advertisements usually run in a small section of the software interface or as a
pop-up ad box on your desktop.

Backdoors

Backdoors refer to a piece of program that allows an attacker to perform a certain set of actions
on a system over TCP or UDP port, eg. Botnet. Usually every botnet has thousands of bots, or
compromised systems, spread across the globe, ready to spring into action with a command or
two. The number of bots in a botnet can increase and decrease every day, and the numbers
mainly depend on their survivability on their host machines.

Dialer

Dialer refers to a piece of program that uses a modem connection to place unauthorized phone
calls. Dialers have been around a very long time and have historically been used to generate
revenue by placin phone calls that are billed back to the victim.

Hijacker

Hijacker refers to a piece of program that takes control of the user’s web browser. Hijackers are
used for a variety of purposes. Historically, hijackers have been used to generate ‘clicks’ that
translate to advertising revenue.

Keylogger

Keylogger refers to a piece of program that records any keystrokes entered by the user and
stores that data locally, or transmits it across a network to a third-party. While it is true that
keyloggers can perform useful functions in an enterprise environment, they are generally
considered malicious. Additionally, keyloggers have been implemented in software and
hardware.

Ransomware

Ransomware refers to a piece of program that infects a computer or mobile device and asks for
money to have the infection removed.

Table 1
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Malware
Category
Rootkit

Description

Rootkit refers to a piece of program that modifies a host operating system to conceal files,
processes, memory usage and more. In normal circumstance, rootkits are difficult to discover and
remove.

Scareware

Scareware refers to a piece of program that notes a “Scareware” ad or fake System Notification
message can pop-up at any time when browsing the Internet. By nature, fake system notifications
are designed to look closely like a Microsoft System Notification window, or can alternatively
trigger an actual window, thus deceiving the user into believing the message is being generated by
their own operating system. The pop-up warns the user that the computer is compromised in some
ways and requires a fix.

Common “warnings” include notifications or suggestions of virus

infections, spyware infections, or system problems such as registry errors.
For example, In Fig.3, the victim machine would be infected by clicking on either a button or a
link.

Fig.3

Table 1 (cont)
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Malware
Category
Spyware

Description
Spyware refers to a piece of program that gathers information about an user’s computer use
and either stores that data locally or transmits it across a public network to a third-party,
typically without the user’s consent. Essentially, spyware creates a profile of user computing
habits. Once installed, spyware can monitor a user's activity on the Internet and transmits that
information in the background to someone else. Spyware can also gather information about
e-mail addresses and even passwords and credit card numbers. Because spyware exists as
independent executable programs, they have the capability to monitor your keystrokes, scan
files on the hard drive, snoop other applications, such as chat programs or word processors,
install other spyware programs, read cookies, change the default home page on the Web
browser, while consistently relaying this information back to the spyware author who will
either use it for advertising and marketing purposes, sell the information to another party or use
it for other unauthorized and illegal purposes.

Trojan Horse Trojan horse refers to a piece of program that appears to be a legitimate application but
performs malicious actions while running.
Trojan horse payloads are almost always designed to cause harm. They are classified based on
how they breach and damage systems. There are six main types of Trojan horse payloads as
follows:
* Data Destruction
* Denial-of-service attack (DoS)
* Downloader
* Remote Accessing
* Security software disabler
* Server Trojan (Proxy, FTP, IRC, Email, HTTP/HTTPS, etc.)
Virus

Virus refers to a piece of program that self-replicates by injecting copies of itself into other
executables or documents without the permission or knowledge of the user.

Web Browser Web browser plug-ins refers to a piece of program that embeds itself in an user’s web browser.
Plug-Ins

Typically, web browser plug-ins provides enhanced functionality but can also be used for
malicious purposes. Likewise, a web browser plug-ins can function as adware, spyware or a
hijacker.

Worms

Worms refer to self-replicating programs that are completely self-contained, meaning that they
do not require a host program to infect a victim.

Table 1 (cont)
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How Does a System Easily Get
Infected with Malware?

Common Symptoms of Malware
Infection

• The user downloads and installs a disreputable freeware
or shareware program. Spyware authors often hide
malware in software that is alleged to be freeware or
shareware. Before downloading any freeware or
shareware, the user should research it to ensure that it is
legitimate.

• An excessive amount of pop-up advertisements are
observed on the infected system.

• The user installed a peer-to-peer (P2P) or other shared
network application. It is not uncommon for peer-to-peer
file sharing programs to have Spyware Guard 2008 or
other forms of malware bundled with them as “add-on
software” or for such programs to have vulnerabilities or
backdoors that allow infection without the user’s
knowledge.
• The user visited a questionable or compromised
legitimate website injected with clickjacked pages.
Contaminated websites often make it very easy for the
user to accidentally click on a link that automatically
installs unwanted software such as Spyware Guard 2008.
Some malicious websites use pop-ups that imitate
security messages sent by the operating system. Clicking
buttons in these fake security messages may install a
rogue anti-malware program, or direct the user to a
purchase page.
• The user opened a spam email contains embedded
images and videos actually included a web link to the
Trojan, which has the potential to take control of the user
computer.

• The Web browser on the system has additional
components that the user does not recall downloading.
• System settings have been changed without the user’s or
administrator’s knowledge.
• The computer is slower than usual.
• One is constantly redirected to web sites other than the
site that was typed into the browser address bar.
• New, unexpected, and frequently unwanted, toolbars
start appear in the user’s web browser.
• The home page of the web browser suddenly changes
without being requested to do so.
• The target of the “built-in” search button on the browser
has been changed.
• Certain keys fail to work in the browser.
• Users of the system are repeatedly subjected to multiple
pop-up windows for no apparent reason.
• Icons appear in the system tray at the bottom of the
screen without reason.
• Random Windows error messages begin to appear.
• The computer appears noticeably slower to users when
opening programs or processing tasks.
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Preventive Measures
• Ensure that the anti-malware software on the system is
running and up to date.
• Users should not respond to email advertising from
unknown individuals or entities, and avoid clicking links
or opening attachments in email received unexpectedly,
even if from an individual or entity know to the user.
• Ensure that the system patches are installed regularly.
On most modern operating systems, this facility has been
configured to occur automatically.
• Under no circumstances should be downloaded any
program that is designed to scan or fix systems from nonlegitimate websites.
• Users should be aware of the fact that there are many
malicious websites on the Internet, bearing this in mind,
should not click on links that are unknown or untrusted.

• Users should also immediately leave a website if they
suspect the site may be malicious.
• Using process-management software, the user can
search for suspicious processes on your computer and
stop them.

Conclusion
Security experts recognize that the motivation behind
malware has shifted from creating turmoil to making
money. New forms of malware are under persistent
development and the issues show no signs of slowing
down to steal and resell valuable information: credit card
numbers, personal identities, intellectual property.
Properly protecting against this complex malware issue
involves commitment and education. There are an
enormous number of security tools available in market to
provide the best possible protection, balanced against
usability and fiscal responsibility.
Frank Chow, 2009 
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B

ot herders (people who master the botnet) are not just experts of exploitation. They do excel in disaster recovery
strategies. If this sounds a bit odd to you at the first glance, but bad guys protect their business as we do. If we put

our feet in the shoes of the bot herders and do a risk management for me, we will conclude the practical need of a good
disaster recovery plan in the bad guys’ perspectives.

Fraudulent Supply Chain and Botnet
The bot herders manage hundreds of thousands of bots
(infected machines under their control) daily. They do
this via automation and a managed infrastructure. Bot
herders manage a handful of servers called the command
and controls (C&C) to control the huge number of
downstream bots distributed across borders and timezones. Bots communicate with (C&C), uploading data,
receiving commands and download updates (See Fig. 1).

A sophisticated supply chain of the underground
economy relies on the botnet infrastructure to deliver
services such as credit card and credential trading, spam
runs, phishing hosting, illegal pharmacy product sales and
DDoS attack services. Research has revealed that the
Storm botnet and other botnet spam generates commissionable orders, which are then fulfilled by the supply
chains such as SpamIt.com and GlavMed, generating
revenue in excess of US$150 million per year.(1)

Fig.1 Botnet architecture with Command and Control Servers
(1) http://www.ironport.com/company/pp_technewsworld_06-11-2008.html
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Fast-flux and Bulletproof Hosting
Botnets were purposely built to combat investigation. Bot
herders use fast-flux (2) technology extensively since 2007.
Fast-flux service networks are a network of compromised
computer systems with constantly changing public DNS
records, obfuscating and delaying the effort to track down
criminal activities and to shut down their operations.
Fast-flux was a prominent tactic of the Storm botnet.
Bot herders also gain access to network with trusted BGP
Peers to get their network existence announced. They use
network providers who are ‘friendly’ to them. They also
locate service providers in economies where there is lax
legal control. A research paper “Atrivo Cyber Crime
USA” (3) published by HostExploit.com in August 2008
had provided a comprehensive analysis of malicious

bulletproof hosting provided by Atrivo (which also
conducted business using the name Intercage) and her
associates (see Fig.2). Spam and cybercrime hosting were
found behind these network or hosting providers. Atrivo
was believed to be closely related to the infamous Russia
based bulletproof hosting Russian Business Network
(RBN). A few other providers were mentioned to have
worked closely with RBN and Atrivo, namely EstHost
(hosting in Estonia), EstDomain (domain registry in
Estonia) and HostFresh (hosting in Hong Kong).
When domain name and network provision become the
critical infrastructure components of the botnets, domain
name registries and network providers joined force to
combat the botnets. ICANN formed a working group to
examine the fast-flux issue in May 2008 and published
the first report in January 2009. (4)

Fig.2 Mapping Atrivo (from “Atrivo Cyber Crime USA” by HostExploit.com)
(2) http://www.honeynet.org/papers/ff/
(3) http://hostexploit.com/downloads/Atrivo%20white%20paper%20082808ac.pdf
(4) Initial Report of the GNSO Fast Flux Hosting Working Group (January 2009),
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/fast-flux-hosting/fast-flux-initial-report-26jan09.pdf
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Attacks on Botnets
Law enforcement and CERTs are the natural predators of
botnets. Furthermore, bot herder groups are trying to take
over each others’ colonies all the time. Bot herders are
struggling for survival all the time against attacks. These
attacks become more intensive when the whitehat
communities are cooperating closer than ever. Let us
review some of them.
In April 2008, a group of German researchers found that
the Storm botnet had vulnerability. By using pollution
attack, i.e. “overwriting” the Storm hash key which is an
identifier used to get command information to the bots,
they were able to disrupt the P2P communication. (5) The
Storm botnet eventually collapsed in September 2008 as a
result of the active poisoning. (6)
In September 2008, Atrivo was accused being the home
to online scammers and spamming. The upstream

network providers pulled the plug. The disconnection did
not last long though. A few days later, another service
provider UnitedLayer agreed to provide connection,
giving Atrivo a lifeline to the Internet. (7) However, other
network providers continued to block Atrivo traffics,
forcing UnitedLayer to decide to unplug Atrivo on 26
September 2008.
In October 2008, EstDomains, Inc., an Estonian based
registrar, was de-accredited by ICANN. The reason was
that its president, Vladimir Tsastsin convicted in the court
of credit card fraud, money laundering and document
forgery. (8)
The most striking blow to botnets came in November
2008. McColo, a web hosting company in USA, was said
to host the Srizbi, Rustock, Pushdo and Warezov botnets,
was cut off by upstream ISPs on 11 November 2008
Tuesday. HostExploit.com has a brief report on this. (9)
From the report (see Fig.3), the global spam message
traffic had dropped by 60% immediately after the cut!

• 11 Nov 2008 (Tue)
McColo unplugged
• 15-Nov02008 (Sat)
McColo attempted
to reconnect

Fig.3 Spam message traffic and McColo shutdown (from “McColo Supplement” by HostExploit.com)
(5) http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/042508-researchers-poison-storm.html
(6) http://www.secureworks.com/research/threats/botnets2009/?threat=botnets2009
(7) http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/092608-notorious-isp-intercage-goes-dark.html
(8) http://www.thestandard.com/news/2008/10/29/icann-finally-terminates-registrars-accreditation
(9) http://hostexploit.com/downloads/Hostexploit_McColo_supplement_111808.pdf
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However, McColo had previously negotiated the rights to
a backup Internet connection with Swedish ISP
TeliaSonera. On 15 November 2008, McColo activated
its backup connection via TeliaSonera, and the orphan
bots began frantically updating via its C&C servers. The
McColo reconnect highlighted the network security gap.

technical capability of the underground community to
cope with unpredicted catastrophe. The lack of effective
coordination of security communities with domain
registries had render the taken down challenge only short
life. This was the wake up call for law enforcement,
CERTs and the security communities.

(10)

Disaster Recovery Plan for Botnets
In the recent close down of McColo, some botnets were
seriously impacted. However, Srizbi botnet had its emergency recovery strategy to
deal with this. In case of
communication channel
knock-off, Srizbi bots
cycle endlessly through a
list of “randomly”
generated domain names
for downloading of
updates. Srizbi bot herders
can register some of these
domains to host the C&C
server to serve the updates.
Security researchers,
including FireEye, had
reverse-engineered the domain generation algorithm.
They pre-empted Srizbi by registering those domains to
deny bot herders’ DR effort. This was successful for 2
weeks, until FireEye and others finally could not afford
buying more domains. When C&C were available in new
domains, the Srizbi botnet was reloaded. (11) According
to Google, the global volume of junk e-mail has
apparently returned to its previous levels after McColo
was knocked down for four months. (12)
The reload of Srizbi botnet had demonstrated the

Conficker (also known as Downadup and Kido) variants
A and B emerged in November 2008 and January 2009.
SRI produced a very good analysis report “An Analysis
of Conficker's Logic and Rendezvous Points” in
February 2009.(13) They reverse-engineered the worm
and found the variants A &
B have an algorithm to
generate
pseudo-random
domain. They generate 250
domains each day and cycle
through them for updates.
Conficker C&C servers
have moved away from the
reliance on co-location at
bulletproof hosting with
static domains to more
dynamic domains.
Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), which oversees
the domain name registration policy of the Internet,
worked with registries and technology providers to
combat the Conficker worms. Many of these domains are
pre-registered by the workgroup or redirected to
sinkholes. The white communities’ effort had hampered
the effectiveness of Conficker.A & B’s update
mechanism via C&C servers at randomly generated
domain.

(10) http://arstechnica.com/security/news/2008/11/mccolo-reconnect-highlights-network-security-gap.ars
(11) http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/11/26/srizbi_returns_from_dead/
(12) http://www.securityfocus.com/brief/938
(13) http://mtc.sri.com/Conficker/
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Conficker.C variant has modified the domain generation
algorithm aggressively to deal with the pre-emption of
domains.(14) Conficker.C generates 50,000 domains daily
across 116 top-level domains, making domain preregistration much more difficult to coordinate.
Conficker.C also added P2P communication protocol and
and all bots can act as server and clients. That means the
need for a C&C is eliminated in the new version.

disrupt its communication had also raised legal
concern.(16) There is an argument for cleaning up as it is a
responsibility to protect others from being hurt by the bad
guys. However, there is an equally strong argument
against such act as unauthorized and be liable to damage
caused to the victim.

Conficker.C also has start-or-art security features. It
prevents third-party hijacking by employing the latest
crypto-systems. MD-6 algorithm is implemented to
authenticate the author of uploaded files to prevent
poisoned upload to drone population, avoiding a tragedy
like the Storm botnet. It also has better defense to combat
security services. It can detect and terminate security
services better and employs domain lookup prevention
feature to avoid lookup to domains of security vendors.
With all these features, Conficker.C would replace Storm
and Srizbi as the most prevalent botnet.

Conclusion

The Good Samaritan's Dilemma
Besides competition of technologies and tactics, the white
communities are facing another challenge. If security
researchers who own sinkholes that bots are connecting
to, and they discover a way to inject commands to the
infected machine to clean them up, what is their choice?
In fighting with the Kraken botnet, researchers seize
control of the spam-spewing botnet, but they had
disagreement on what to do next.(15) An intense debate
sparked over the “ethics” of cleaning the infected
machines. The poisoning attack to the Storm botnet to

Botnets are very professionally engineered with security
features and design for resilience against any single point
of failure. The use of MD6 in Conficker.C is the first real
life implementation in the world. The authors stay ahead
of the advanced cryptography development is a sign that
we are facing a tough battle. We should expect botnets
becoming more and more sophisticated.
On the other hand, we have seen the success of emerging
collaboration in the closedown of botnets by freezing
their critical infrastructure in Atrivo, EstDomains and
McColo cases, and in the preemption of domains used by
Conficker botnet. Besides law enforcement and CERTs,
ICANN, domain registries, ISP, hosting, security
researchers and technology providers has been seen
working in a fascinated way. With this, the cat-andmouse game and the security armament would continue.
Only collaboration and determination will drive us to
success.

Copyright &
Disclaimer

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the
views of the author and
does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of PISA.
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(16) http://blogs.zdnet.com/security/?p=2396
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九龍區「無線網絡保安普查」感言
郭榮興 CISSP

PISA

Program Committee

圖一: 各隊友在掛上橫額的開篷巴士上

圖一:各隊友在掛上橫額的開篷巴士上

在

2008年12月7日，一個風和日麗的下午，我參加由香港無線科技商會和專業資訊保
安協會所舉辦的九龍區「無線網絡保安普查」 (war-driving)。

自2002年起，主辦機構每年均會租用交通工

篷城巴。編定的路線共分三段、分別為尖沙

具，在港九各區用天線掃描途徑地點的無線

咀至美孚、美孚至將軍澳，以及將軍澳至佐

接入點 (Access Point)，以檢查其數量及保安

敦，車程共三小時。出發前，各隊友需要檢

程度。所得的數據有助我們監察香港 Wi-Fi

查手提電腦、掃描軟件及衛星定位接收器是

用家的無線網絡保安意識，以便提出改善建

否工作正常。

議。2008年的「無線網絡保安普查」還覆蓋

大家開啟掃描軟件後，發現身處位置已有近

了新界區，因此可稱得上是一項全港

200台無線接入點，各人嘖嘖稱奇，估計當

性的普查，結果更具代表性。

日極有可能錄得超過5000台無線接入點。

為了進行這次普查，主辦機構租用了一輛開
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圖二: 隊友互相比較掃描的結果

我所用的掃描軟件全程共記
錄得4565 台非公共服務的

Contribution to PISA Journal

無線接入點。當中 21.3 %
沒有採取保安措施，50.5 %
採用加密技術較弱的
WEP，餘下的 28.2 % 則採
用加密技術較佳的 WPA 或
Copyright &
Disclaimer

WPA2。 2007年的普查數據
顯示，有 27.5 % 的無線接
入點完全沒有加密保安設

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the
views of the author and
does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of PISA.
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定。若以我的數據分析，加
密保安設定比去年有 6.2 %
的升幅，顯示無線網絡保安
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Wi-Fi Security: an Un-ended Quest

Alan Ho CISSP

PISA

Vice Chairperson

T

he wireless LAN security profile of Hong Kong is being tracked annually. This year we have seen some progress
in the adoption of encryption technology to provide better confidentiality. However, the world is also changing.

Not only is WEP protocol being broken, WPA1 TKIP was proved weaker than we think. So we have an unended quest to
better wireless LAN security.

War Driving 2008 Overview
PISA and WTIA jointly conducted the “War
Driving 2008” wireless LAN security survey
covering major areas in Victoria Harbour,
Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New
Territories in November & December 2008. As
compared to previous years’ war driving survey
since 2002, the 2008 survey was the largest scale
and captured 30457 unique Access Points (APs).
The results found that though we are seeing a
continuous trend of improvement in the adoption
of WLAN encryption settings. In 2008, 78% of
surveyed APs are using encryption enabled, i.e.
using either WEP, WPA or WPA2 (see Fig. 1.)
This figure has been increasing in the past years.

Fig. 1 : Use of Encryption in Wireless LAN APs

Within the 78%, nearly 47% of APs are WEP
configured. However, WEP can be easily hacked
within 10 minutes and thus, is considered
unsecured. 24% of APs are WPA or WPA2
TKIP encrypted. They are more secure than
WEP but has recently found loopholes which
can also be hacked. Only 7% of APs are WPA or
WPA2 AES encrypted and are considered highly
secured as of today’s technology. Only 7% of
the APs were adopted with the most secured
security settings (AES under WPA/WPA2).
We urge people to update the security mode of
their APs to use AES under WPA/WPA2. The
situation was similar in Macau that only a few
percentages of APs were using AES under
WPA/WPA2 (see Fig. 2.)
Fig. 2: Comparison of adoption of WLAN encryption
technologies in Macau vs. Hong Kong
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TKIP was cracked?
We know that WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) is
considered unsecure nowadays due the security weakness
& limitation inherited from its old design and a longer or
complicated key cannot help. WEP can be cracked in a
very short time or even in about 15 minutes.
WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access) that bases on
802.11i standard are considered much more secure than
WEP. For key management settings, TKIP (Temporal
Key Integrity Protocol) and AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) available. TKIP was developed after security
vulnerabilities were found in WEP. AES adopted a
newer more secure design than TKIP and AES has been
deemed acceptable for the US government to encrypt
both non-classified and classified data.
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In November 2008 in PacSec 2008 Conference in Tokyo,
researcher Erik Tews announced that they could partially
crack TKIP encryption. A weakness exists in TKIP that
an attacker (in about 15 minutes under certain circumstances) can recover key used to authenticate packets and
captured packets may be forged in a limited windows of
at most 7 attempts. At the moment, the attack cannot
recover the key used to encrypt the data. For AES, there
is no known attack so far.
Hence, at the moment,
though TKIP are still considered secure, we
recommended using AES where possible. If AES
cannot be used at the moment for some reasons, as a
workaround, we recommend shortening the TKIP key
renewal time to 300 seconds or less (subject to the
loading of the AP).
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Looking Forward
The war driving survey revealed that people’s awareness
on WLAN security is growing year on year. However,
hacking technology also advances quickly. Hence, it is
important for people to update their WLAN security
settings regularly.
WPA/WPA2 is considered secure at the moment, though a
loophole was found recently for TKIP. TKIP issue can be
mitigated by changing to AES or shortening the TKIP
key renewal time to reduce the risk.
The adoption of WPA/WPA2 has been growing from
13% in 2006 to 31% in 2008. However, the vast portions of the APs are still under the category of higher risk (WEP
& no encryption percentages amount up to 69% in 2008). This is the key area to address. It is still a long journey and
requires continuous effort to improve the wireless LAN security. Hopefully, with the recent publishing of the war
driving 2008 statistics, media coverage, public seminars and SafeWiFi (www.safewifi.hk) project, they can help arouse
public awareness of the wireless security and improve the situation! This will need to be monitored continuously.
We hope people can enjoy the mobility of wireless technology without sacrificing their privacy and security!

Alan Ho, 2009 

Reference
1. “PISA & WTIA War Driving 2008 full report”, February 28, 2009, PISA & WTIA
http://www.pisa.org.hk/projects/wlan2008/wd2008_v1.2_consolidated_20090228.pdf
http://www.safewifi.hk/security6.html
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Creative Commons – a Cultural Change to copyright

PISA

Charles Mok

O

ctober 2008 marked a milestone for the copyright development of Hong Kong -- Creative Commons was
launched in this city. Founder of Creative Commons, Professor Lawrence Lessig was here to witness this very

moment (see Fig. 1).

Founded in 2001, Creative Commons (CC) is best known for a set of six
copyright licenses. The goal of these licenses is to provide a "middle
ground" that did not previously exist in most copyright regimes. On one
side of the spectrum is the traditional "all rights reserved." At the other
extreme is "public domain" ─ viewed by many as an anarchic free-forall in which creators have no control over the use of their work (Fig. 2.)
Creative Commons enables creators to opt for "some rights reserved“.
Sharing - human nature and business model
Some people are eager to share their creative works with others. In
information technology area, GPL (General Public License) is a wellknown free software license. It grants people the freedom to run the
program for any purpose, adapt it to one’s need, redistribute to others,
and improve the program and release the improvements to the public.
Popular network security tools Nmap and Wireshark are released under
the GNU GPL license. I have learnt that the PISA Journal uses many
royalty free graphic images from the stock photo web site
“Stock.Xchng” (http://www.sxc.hu).

Fig. 1 Launch of Creative Commons Hong
Kong (from iResource.com)

Sharing rights of use of creative works does not destroy the business
Model. Take a look at the free stock photo exchange web site “Stock.Xchng”, for example, a search of topical photos gives
you two lists, one is of royalty free photos and the other is of premium photos linked to the “StockExpert”
(http://stockexpert.com) site. Snort, the defacto standard for intrusion detection is a free open source software, is released
without support service, while SourceFire, the commercial version is bundled with additional modules and support
services.

Fig. 2 The spectrum of licenses
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Creative Commons licenses and
Traditional Copyright licenses
CC licenses are not intended to replace traditional
copyright licenses. Many creators will always choose to
retain all rights to their works and they can continue to do
so. However many others may prefer to release their
works under a more permissive license so that their works
can be re-used, republished, remixed, or shared freely and
broadly by a wider public. The CC license provides an
internationally-recognized vehicle for this purpose. It
empowers the rights holders with the knowledge and
tools to decide under what terms they wish third parties to
use their creative works. It also provides users an easy
means to use content lawfully without the need to request
permission.
CC defines the spectrum of possibilities between full
copyright (i.e. all rights reserved) and the public domain
(i.e. no rights reserved). CC licenses help creators keep
their copyright while inviting certain uses of their work
─ a "some rights reserved" copyright. Creators can
choose a set of conditions they wish to apply to their
works. The following four conditions can be chosen in
six different combinations:

Attribution: You let others copy, distribute,
display, and perform your copyrighted work ─ and
derivative works based upon it: but only if they give
credit the way you request.
Noncommercial: You let others copy, distribute,
display, and perform your work ─ and derivative works
based upon it ─ but for noncommercial purposes only.
No Derivative Works: You let others copy,
distribute, display, and perform only verbatim copies of
your work, not derivative works based upon it.
Share Alike: You allow others to distribute
derivative works only under a license identical to the
license that governs your work.
Flickr.com, the popular photo management application
portal has provided easy tools for users. They allow
members to select a default CC license for all photos they
upload and the ability to control licensing on a photo-byphoto basis. This gives people the most flexibility.
Visitors can search the site for photos adopting a
particular license (Fig. 3.)

Fig. 3 Flickr search of photos with CC
Attribution License
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CC licenses are not intended to compete with any other
existing licensing schemes used in Hong Kong or
elsewhere. Rather, they are intended as an extra option, in
addition to existing licensing schemes. Used correctly,
CC licenses will broaden the scope for legal usage of
creative works in Hong Kong. Correct use of the license
by Hong Kong creators will broaden the pool of creative
works that can be legally shared. Meanwhile, knowledge
about how to find and use CC licensed works will
provide legal alternatives for people who like to share and
remix freely.

licenses are widely used and understood in Hong Kong,
this will contribute to a reduction in copyright violations
by Hong Kong's young people, amateurs, and creative
artists.

Educators in jurisdictions where CC licenses have already
been localized report that students who learn about
Creative Commons gain a greater awareness of copyright
issues in general. Not only do they gain a better
understanding of what is illegal under copyright law; they
also gain awareness of alternative legal sources: CClicensed music, photos, and other creative works which
they are permitted to share legally, which can be found
through the search engines on creativecommons.org and
other online sources. Even whitehouse.gov has adopted
CC for all user-generated content on its website.

That means, while PISA reserves the copyright of the
content, other people can freely copy, distribute your
content provided they give credits to PISA and use it for
non-commercial purposes. They are allowed to distribute
derivate works (e.g. amended program code published in
PISA Journal) under the same license of the journal, i.e.
“attirbution-That is, they have to allow other people to
use their work in non-commercial purposes with
attribution, etc.

We now live in the copy-and-paste Internet age. Creative
Commons is a copyright licensing option that promotes
legal sharing of creative works, and whose use has been
growing steadily worldwide since its launch in 2001. Its
founders believed it necessary to create this option
because of the impact that the Internet has had on public
attitudes and approaches to intellectual property, and its
use is made possible largely thanks to the Internet. If CC

I notice that the PISA Journal is under “Creative
Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike” and
you are showing this icon:

Creative Commons Hong Kong is currently a project
under the Journalism and Media Studies Centre (JMSC)
of the University of Hong Kong.

Charles Mok, 2009 
Reference:
Creative Commons Hong Kong
(http://hk.creativecommons.org/)
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Internet Safety for Digital Natives Forum
(28-Mar-2009)
PISA and Internet Society Hong Kong coorganized this event.
The event brought together IT/Infosec practitioners with parents,
teachers and social workers, discussing the issues of cyber addict,
cyber bullying, filtering, parents’ determination and
empowerment.

Anthony Lai
demonstrated the use
of a freeware
filtering software.

Group photo of Speakers & Organizers
(from left) James Hon (educator), SC Leung
(ISOC/PISA), Anthony Lai (PISA), Hung Hin
Ching (HKCS), York Mok (HKISPA),
Charles Mok (ISOC), Edmon Chung (IT
Voice), Yvonne Chak (HKCS), Antony Ma
(PISA), Howard Lau (PISA)
Abbreviations:
HKCS: HK Christian Service
HKISPA: HK Internet Service Providers
Association
ISOC-HK: Internet Society HK
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Experience Sharing Session: Practical Security Management (17-Oct-2008)
IT was a fruitful sharing of different company practices among the PISA members

Olympic Games Information
Security: The Ultimate Challenge
(5-Nov-2008)
The speaker gave PISA better insight of security
planning and setup of Olympic Games scale project

PISA Photo Workshop
(22-Nov-2008)
Chester Soong, our Honorary Advisor,
delivered a great photography workshop
with demonstrations. We had fun!
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PISA Annual Dinner 2009
(10-Jan-2009)
An enjoyable dinner gathering with PISA members and guests.

Daniel Eng, our Chair welcomed the guests
and members.

A hot discussion of some new initiatives among program
committee members, Anthony Lai, Roland Cheung, and
the EXCO members

Group photo of the Guests, Advisor and Members
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War-Driving 2008 Hong Kong (May-2008)
Professionals from PISA and WTIA covered major areas in Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong Island, Kowloon
and the New Territories in four trips

War Driving in the Victoria Harbour
(25-Oct-2008)
Representatives from OFTA, PISA, WTIA jumped
on the ferry with gears

War Traming in the Hong Kong Island
(9-Nov-2008)
[From left]: CK Huen, Thomas Tseng, Alan Ho,
Sang Young, Billy Yung (PISA),
Kenny Chiu (WTIA), Ken Fong (WTIA)

War Driving in the new Territories by
minibus (23-Nov-2008)
[From left]: Alan Tam, Alan Ho, Thomas Tsang,
SC Leung (PISA), Joseph Leung (WTIA),
Sang Young, CK Huen (PISA)
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War Driving in the Kowloon
(9-Dec-2008)
We hired a double-decker with open rooftop for the
war driving.

WiFi Security
Seminar (28-Feb-2009)
It was so well received.
We got a full house of 400
participants, and 300 on
waiting list.

War-Driving 2008 Macau
(27-Sep-2008)
Hong Kong War Driving Team worked with the
Macau Team for the 2nd Macau War Driving
led by Geoffroy Thonon (2nd from the right)
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OFTA Blue Tone’s “Super” Tips for
Broadband Service Users
http://www.broadbandtips.gov.hk
A PISA working group was set up to contribute ideas
and comments to OFTA for writing the guide.

Honeynet Workshop 2009 by Honeynet Alliance

The Annual workshop was held in Kuala Lumpar, Malaysia at the end of February.
PISA had sent Peter Cheung and Roland Cheung to the workshop. There was a lot of
sharing of the state-of-the-art technology of threat monitoring. We will organize a
sharing session in April.
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IT Sector Forum on COIAO
Review (Nov-2008)
In response to the public consultation,
IT sector organized a forum to share
the views on the paper.
(from left) Chester Soong (M.C.),
Sang Young (IT Voice), Daniel Eng
(PISA), Charles Mok (ISOC-HK),
Kevin Choi (CEDB), Daniel Ng
(HKITF), John Chiu (WTIA) and
Simon Lee (Lion Rock Institute)

Seminar “.HK -- An unsafe Place to Surf?”
(Jun-2008)

Bernard Kan spoke for PISA in the seminar
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Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize
expertise and knowledge to help bring prosperity to the society in the Information Age

Successful Career

PISA

Issue

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
c o m m u n i t y – lin e up
yourself with the resources
you need to expand your
technical competency and
move forward towards a
more successful career.

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and
collaboration opportunities
with other in-the-field
security professionals and
exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

C h e c k o u t j o b l i s ting s
information provided by
members. Get information
on continuing education and
professional certification

Sharing of Information

Many Ways

Find out the solution to your
technical problems from our
email groups and connections
with our experienced
members and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association
activities - including
seminars, discussions, open
forum, IT related seminars
and conferences organized
or supported by the
Association.

You Can Benefit

Membership
Information

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and capabilities in proposing and running
project groups such as Education
Sector Security, WLAN & Bluetooth
Security, Honeynet, Public Policy
Committee and others and enjoy the
sense of achievement and recognition
of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate
a c c e s s to pro fessiona l
recognition by using postnominal designation

Membership Requirements
Enquiry email:
membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/me
mbership/member.htm

Annual
Membership
Fee (HK$)
Type
Full

500

Associate

300

Affiliate

300

Student

100

Qualifications

Requirements
Relevant Experience

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education
Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society
Full-time student over 18 years old

3 years Info-Sec working
experience
Info-Sec related experience
Nil
Nil

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/ethi
cs/ethics.htm
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• Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
• All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide b
the Constitution
and Bylaws
of the Association
An Organization
for Information
Security Professionals

